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La Honda’s Name Changes to El Honda

cell phone tree population here is healthy and stable.
Cell phone trees were once the bane of lumber
companies - saws would dull and sparks fly as
lumbermen would attempt to fell these giants of the
forest. Modern techniques, including special
chainsaw blades and electrical grounding techniques,
however, have now enabled the harvesting of these
trees for scrap metal and electronics, which can be
quite lucrative. The cell phone companies have
protested these logging operations for the past several
years, and are surprised that more of their customers
haven’t called to complain about lapses in service.

All La
Honda
signs must
change
within
three
months

The Northern California Town of La Honda was
forced to change its name to El Honda, which
correctly reflects the masculine gender of the Spanish
word for automobile (coche). El Instituto Para la
Correcta Español filed the claim against the town in
June 2014. A judge in the California Superior Court
announced the decision yesterday, March 31st. The
"Save La Honda" group unsuccessfully argued that
the town name had been shown in maps of the area
for over 100 years before the Honda Automobile
Corporation existed and that foreign words,
especially ones that end in an “a” like Honda,
sometimes adopt the feminine gender in Spanish. The
"Save La Honda" group said they would appeal the
ruling. (continued on page 2)

County Uses "NO Spray” Herbicide on
La Honda Road
The County claims
that many people
around La Honda
were requesting to
be sprayed with the
NO herbicide.
San Mateo County is
now using
Monsanto’s new
“NO Spray”
herbicide along
Highway 84.
Monsanto, the
largest multinational
agrochemical biotechnology corporation, released the
NO product at its annual Holiday party. The NO
Spray was originally intended for military use, but
was banned by the Geneva Protocol, Hague
Convention, Strasbourg Agreement, and Chemical
Weapons Convention. The NO stands for Nine
Orange – claiming it is proven to be nine times more
potent than Agent Orange. Monsanto claims that the
NO herbicide can save San Mateo County a great
deal of money because it is not just a herbicide, but
also an insecticide, fungicide, and rodenticide. Also,
as a herbicide, it is guaranteed that nothing will
grow… (continued on page 2)

Logging Company
Harvests Cell Tower
Trees
Cell phone trees – now more
lucrative than redwoods
The Big Creek Lumber
Company has discovered a
whole forest of cell phone
trees during routine logging
operations in the La Honda
area. Once thought to be rare,
the Lumber Company proved to the County that the
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"No Spray” Herbicide (continued from page 1)

SMC Alert - Tracking Collars Locate
Several Cougars near 84/Entrada

The County said
some La Honda
requests to be
sprayed with NO
even included
Monsanto’s
trademarked skull
and crossbones

It is important to
remember that
regardless of how
tame they may seem
or act, cougars
remain wild
animals.

…in the sprayed
areas for at least
nine years, which
can eliminate
yearly spraying.
Monsanto has
applied for, but
not yet obtained,
an organic
certification for
their NO product. The County thought that the
residents of some rural areas may complain about this
new product, which has been banned by 194
countries, but instead many residents in and around
La Honda apparently seemed to welcome the NO
herbicide, understanding that Monsanto is an ethical
and environmentally conscious corporation. The
County said that some residents went as far as
specifically asking to be sprayed with the NO
herbicide, as shown in the photos.”

A special alert went out this week from the SMC
Non-emergency alert system about several cougars
tracked to the intersection of Highway 84 and
Entrada in La Honda. This congregation was unusual
because these animals are usually relatively solitary,
but biologists remind us that behaviors change,
sometimes quite aggressively, during mating season.
If you see a cougar, you are reminded to not approach
it, especially if it is feeding or drinking. You should
face the cougar, make noise and try to look bigger by
waving your arms. There have been several young
men attacked by cougars after drinking at Apple
Jack’s, and a few even reported that some of the
cougars seemed to be purring
until they turned away. Do not
let your guard down with these
unpredictable animals.
They are often beautiful
creatures, but always maintain
a safe distance.

La Honda Name Changes (continued from page 1)
The Pope
says the
Church is
actively
looking for
a Saint
Gregaria

Some of the cougars in the area can be tracked
through http://santacruzpumas.org/puma-tracker/
Below is an image of nearby cougars congregated
near La Honda and Sears Ranch Roads last Saturday
evening:

In an unrelated action, the nearby town of San
Gregorio is being pressured to change its name to San
Gregoria by a Coastal Group called “Women in
Heaven,” who claim that there is an
underrepresentation of towns named after female
saints. Because of the importance of the issue, the
Catholic Church has become involved, formally
responding, "Utbay erethay isway onay Aintsay
Egoriagray" (translation: but there is no Saint
Gregaria). The Coastal Group responded that with all
the Gregarias throughout history, there should have
been at least good one.
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reservoir levels as evidence of the drought severity
and desperate need to continue watering.

La Honda Benefit for Global Warming

The benefit concert will begin at 1PM on April 25th.
The organizing community said they are keeping
their fingers crossed for a warm and sunny day.

Finally – La Honda Long Term Recycling
and Refuse Solution
Burning
garbage in the
new La Honda
Dump will
ensure
additional
space for
Household and
Industrial
waste for years
to come

La Hondans have collected over 2000 fog machines
to help create mist for local redwoods
Last year the La Honda Community raised almost
$200,000 and created an extremely successful coyote
breeding program. The local Community has come
together once again this year with a benefit concert to
support another worthy cause – this time global
warming. Most scientists, with the exception of a
few still recovering from the severe winter in the
North Eastern United States, now believe that human
activities has increased the average Earth
temperatures, which has made overall weather
patterns more extreme and less stable. Some of the
longer-term expectations for our own coastal area are
less fog, higher overall temperatures, and a prolonged
drought.

The residents of La Honda are ecstatic that a
permanent recycling solution has finally been found.
The Community have allowed the conversion of an
abandoned uranium strip mine adjacent to the Cuesta
Granny Flat reservoir into a recycling center and
refuse dump. It is a win-win situation, since the
owner of the property was anxious to quickly sell this
Superfund site after the EPA eliminated funding to
clean it up.

Some residents leave their
refrigerator door open to
help cool the area

The new Dump
owners have
assured the
Community that
the dump won’t
create unpleasant
odors in the area,
but are providing
a free box of air
fresheners in
case they are
wrong

In response, musicians in
La Honda have donated
over 2000 fog machines,
many not used since the
1980s, which will be
turned on every evening
between 9PM to 6AM in
La Honda Park. These
machines should help create the mist that redwoods
need to thrive. In addition, proceeds from the concert
are expected to be sufficient to procure twelve
industrial air conditioners, which will run 24/7 at
Playbowl to help lower the temperature in the area
(The Guild said they expect to increase monthly
member fees by about $95/month to pay for
additional electricity and maintenance costs). Local
individuals are also encouraged to leave at least one
refrigerator door ajar per household. Guild members
have been watering local redwoods and other plants
around the La Honda area to help them survive the
drought. The Board has cited the current low

The site will be able to accept glass, plastic,
cardboard and other recyclables. And it makes
recycling easy since recyclables can be mixed with
other household garbage, paint, and even industrial
chemical and biohazard waste at a single location.
Homes within a five mile radius of the dump will be
eligible to receive a box of pine-scented car
fresheners for their homes, which should mask any
offensive odors from the waste site and make their
homes smell like the natural La Honda environment.
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La Hondan Files Noise Complaint
Against Birds

La Honda French Restaurant Opening in
May!
La Hondans have complained over the past couple
years that there are no good restaurants in town, and
after performing a survey of the food, service,
décor/presentation, and attention to detail of most of
the local restaurants, the La Honda Voice agrees.

Local birds hired attorney Old Charlie Crow, J.D., to
represent them in this suit
A resident of La Honda filed a noise complaint
against the numerous birds in the Cuesta area. The
man said that a loud cacophony of cackling birds can
be heard every spring morning before normal waking
hours, which he considers to be about 11:30AM.
Although his profession as a guitarist in a heavy
metal band has left him legally deaf in one ear, he
still says that the raucous noise in the neighborhood
from the jays and songbirds wakes him up every
morning. The
plaintiff finally
commented, “At
least my motorcycle
seems to
temporarily drown
out their noise.”

The original French Laundry in Yountville
The original French Laundry is a restaurant located in
Yountville, California, in the Napa Valley. The
restaurant building itself dates from 1900, and is
listed in the National Register of Historic Places. The
French Laundry has won numerous awards, including
"Best Restaurant in the World" in 2003 and 2004 in
the annual Restaurant Magazine list of the Top 50
Restaurants of the World. The French Laundry serves
two different nine-course tasting menus each day,
none of which uses the same ingredient more than
once. It has a $295 USD per person prix fixe menu,
not including additional supplements such as Russian
caviar and truffles.

“If I want music in
the morning, I’ll
make my own,” the
plaintiff stated in the
courtroom
I also interviewed
the attorney for the songbird defendants that live
close to the plaintiff. Charlie Crow, J.D., explained to
me, “Birds have been chirping on the Earth for about
60 million years - much longer than that newcomer
homo sapiens has been around. Although there is no
explicit avigation easement in this area, we believe
we will prevail by prescription.”

Everything tastes good drenched in butter and garlic
– banana slug escargot, a La Honda delicacy, will be
a served at the new restaurant as a local dish
The new French Laundry, named Linge Sale, will
open in downtown La Honda in May of this year at
the site of the former Café Cuesta. The restaurant will
include a five story concrete structure built behind
the restaurant for overflow parking and a world class
laundromat. The nine course opening day meal will
be a mini-burger with eight condiments for a special
price of $195 USD. Banana slug escargot will be
available for an additional cost. After such a long
wait, La Hondans seemed excited about the new
restaurant and having a place in Town where they can
get a good burger, beer, and authentic French Fries.

The plaintiff is expected to engage in another lengthy
legal battle next year after he had the sun served with
a cease and desist letter for being “so damn bright in
the morning.” There is some concern that the Earth
will be reduced to an ember if the Sun does appear
for the court date, but the man said that he still wants
to pursue the case for the principle of it. The plaintiff
ended his interview with a final telling statement,
“Maybe I’m just not a morning person.”
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species of woodland creatures begins in California
Superior Court in San Mateo County. The courtroom
is bound to be chaotic with several thousand

La Honda Scientist discovers oldest
hominoid artifact near Lake
In 2012, a fossilized jawbone was discovered in
Ethiopia by a student from Arizona State University.
The jawbone has been dated to 2.8 million years ago,
which predates the previously known fossils of the
Homo lineage by approximately 400,000 years. This
means the Homo genus could have evolved nearly
half a million years earlier than previously thought.
The fossilized
teeth found at
Reflection
Lake were in
remarkably
good
condition

Slimo tried to be optimistic, but tears welled up on
his eyestalks
animals expected to testify, but the law is clear that
harassing other creatures is forbidden (of course,
there always seems to be a bit of harassment when
stalking another creature for dinner, but that is just
nature).

Late in 2014 a set of well-preserved hominoid teeth
with an amalgam filling was discovered on the shores
of Reflection Lake in Northern California; these teeth
are believed to be from about 3 million years ago.
Reflection Lake is known to be a treasure trove of
ancient artifacts, and so its exact location has been
kept secret by archeologists excavating the area. The
Lake’s first artifacts were discovered four years ago
when a tire and an empty Schlitz Malt Liquor tall
beer can were discovered in brush just behind the
Lake. Last year an ancient Stone Age hand axe was
also discovered (although most archeologists now
believe that it is just a rock). With this latest
discovery, teams of archaeologists, students and
volunteers have gathered near the site to answer the
age-old archeological question about how a set of
teeth could have gotten so
separated from the rest of the
skeleton.

The defendant raccoon attorney, Rocky, J.D., agreed
to speak with the La Honda Voice. “These slugs just
want special treatment – I’m tired of tip-toeing
around garbage cans every night to avoid their
mollusk mucous…and most everything in the forest
is muted shades of green and brown except them - the
fluorescent yellow backs of these slimy peacocks hurt
my eyes, and then I have to wait forever for them to
cross the trail.”
I caught back up with Slimo later in the day (which
wasn’t too difficult), when he expressed an additional
concern, “Even if we do win this battle, we are afraid
that the harassment will begin again when they find
out that slugs are cannibalistic hermaphrodites, but I
guess I’ll worry about that after we fight the building
permit for the La Honda Leslie Salt factory.” And
Slimo learned today that the judge selected for his
case is a short tempered, hyperactive, slug hating
chain smoking, expresso-addicted squirrel…nature
can be cruel.

This can, which has since been
donated to the Museum of Beer
and Brewing in Milwaukee, is
one of several significant
archeological finds from near
Reflection Lake

Banana Slugs Fight for Acceptance
A look of anger and frustration on the face of Slimo
the banana slug was clear. “All we want is to be
treated like everyone else in the forest,” Slimo said
haltingly, “All the other animals constantly tease us
about how slow we are.” A tear drop hung from his
left eyestalk.
Slimo will get his day in court next week when the
class action lawsuit against seventy three other

The judge is no fan of slugs
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Kesey’s Lost Memoir – Ken hung out
with Hippies because of Hair Envy

Drunk Man Discovered in Apple Jacks
Location of the
March 17th
incident

Kesey was always selfconscious about his
receding hairline

A middle aged
man who
appeared to
arrive sober at
noon on March 17th at Apple Jack’s Tavern in La
Honda was discovered to be intoxicated later that
evening. The bartender, who prefers to remain
anonymous, said he is professionally trained to spot
such patrons, but said he hadn’t seen a similar
incident since New Year’s Eve 1999.

A lost memoir of Ken
Kesey was discovered
under the floorboards of
his former residence in
La Honda which may
change our view of the
great author. Kesey was
quite conscious of his
male pattern baldness
and may have compensated by spending extra time
with bikers and musicians with shoulder length hair.
According to Kesey’s new memoirs, the cuckoo’s
nest in the novel One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
originally referred to a bird’s eye view of a balding
head - hairless in the middle like a nest. Once a Great
Notion was originally called Once a Great Lotion,
when Kesey privately experimented with Rogaine
lotion from his Project MKULTRA work at Menlo
Park Veterans Hospital. Kesey kept these feelings
suppressed, even changing the name of his group of
friends from Hairy Pranksters to Merry Pranksters in
1963. Friends always noted an awkward silence when
they would ask Kesey to relax by inadvertently using
the 1960’s phrase, “let your hair down.” Historians
are still verifying the authenticity of this newly
discovered manuscript, but this find may help
humanize Kesey and his dark struggles with Rogaine
and other dangerous drugs at the time.

The Sheriff’s incident report stated that the bartender
noticed a man mumbling near the back wall of the
Tavern for about thirty minutes. When approached,
the man complained that the bathroom door was
locked and the occupants seem to be ignoring his
repeated knocking. The bartender explained to the
man where the bathroom was actually located, and
the man apologized. Fifteen minutes later, after
multiple requests for Flamin’ Hot Cheetos, the man
commented, “That’s a hot babe at the end of the bar,”
looking bleary eyed toward a lone, long haired man
about 15 feet from him. The bartender also recalled
that the man at this point was missing a shoe.
Bad went to worse when the man took advantage of a
lull in music. The bartender recalled that to the
horror of the other patrons, the man stumbled to the
jukebox and played Y.M.C.A. by the Village People.
The bar turned silent. Before the man’s remaining
two songs, “Dancing Queen” by Abba and “I Will
Survive” by Gloria Gaynor could play, several other
patrons physically threw the man out into the street.

The Grateful Dead, originally called the Warlocks,
were a few
of the longer
hair friends
that Kesey
was friend
with.

The first
song played
had been
recorded by
the Village
People
The drunk man was last seen stumbling up Cuesta
Real whistling Donna Summer’s hit “Last Dance,”
The man is Caucasian, average height and build,
wearing jeans and a jacket, and with no other
distinguishing features. Please inform the sheriff
immediately if you see him.

Help the La Honda Voice
Interested in writing or helping in other ways to
keep this paper going? Remember this paper did not
require the deaths of any cute animals, transfer of
illegal funds, or satanic rituals. The paper is fully
edible (if you are a termite) Contact Bob Dougherty
at 747.0102 or voice@lahonda.com
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the water touches the shore, the depth can be
considered zero and at the point of maximum
pressure at the bottom of the Lake, assuming a
constant density of the aqueous fluid within the lake,
the pressure and depth is greatest.

More La Honda History - The Younger
Brothers
Cole, Jim, and Bob
Younger with their
Sister Henrietta,
Taken at Stillwater
Prison in 1889

To adequately answer this question we selected three
methods of measurement, and will use the results of
these measurements in a finite element model of the
Lake to provide a numerical answer within 3 standard
deviations with an 80% confidence level.

Cole, John, Jim and
Bob Younger were
from a large family of
14 children born to
Henry and Busheba
Younger. The four
named Younger
brothers were allied
with Jesse James and three of the brothers (shown)
were captured and imprisoned after the Northfield
Bank Robbery in 1876. In local lore, the Younger
brothers were known to have helped build the old
store in La Honda.

The first method
involved a
multibeam
echosounder
(MBES), which
uses hundreds of
narrow adjacent
beams arranged
in a fan-like
swath of 90 to
170 degrees
across. The
tightly packed
array of these beams provides high angular resolution
and accuracy. A sound pulse is sent into the fluid and
the time it takes for it to return provides the depth.
The second method uses the transmission of light
through the water to measure the depth. Of course,
the results of this method varies according to
turbidity and other environmental variables, but with
proper calibration should be adequate enough for the
task. We were fortunate to obtain a grant through the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to fund
this experimental method of measuring depth. The
third, and last, method required the researchers to
walk out to the middle of the lake in galoshes with a
yardstick.

Cole Younger was older than Jim Younger, but Jim
Younger was younger than John Younger who was
older than Bob Younger. Bob Younger was younger
than Jim Younger, who was also younger than Cole
Younger, who was older than John Younger. With
ten other siblings, historians speculate that confusion
within the family may have contributed to chronic
frustration and some of their criminal activities.
The police at the time lamented that the Younger
brothers could have been stopped before the
Northfield Bank Robbery, if they had only followed
up on the lead that La Honda had a “Bandit Built”
store.

Ask Bob! – Depth of Reflection Lake?

The raw data is now being processed by the Tianhe-2
supercomputer at China’s National University of
Defense Technology. We are working with three
professors at Stanford University and expect the
results of this data, aptly entitled “The Depth of
Reflection Lake,” to be published in the Journal of
Measurement Science and Technology within the
next two years.

“Bob, I was wondering about how deep is Reflection
Lake?”
That is a great
question that has
been asked in this
region for
hundreds of
years. It is first
important to
realize that over
time, not just years, but seasonally, the depth varies.
And at different geographical spatial coordinates
around Reflection Lake over these same temporal
durations, the depth also changes. At the point where

Join Ask Bob in next month’s double edition of the
Voice when Bob solicits Professors and other expert
opinions from UC Berkeley and Yale University to
responds to the query, “Bob, Why can’t you just
answer a simple damn question?”
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mascots, but it was recently discovered that the
Compton bandits was a nickname give to the students
by local police because of their arrest records, not
their school mascot.

97% of La Hondans friends with Neil
Young
Neil Young at his
Ranch, likely
contemplating his
many La Honda
friends

County Saves 100k by Eliminating Signs
near La Honda
Signs like these will be
eliminated under the new
plan

An amazing 97% of
the 200 people polled
in La Honda claimed that they are friends with rock
legend Neil Young. Although specific recollections
about their times spent with Mr. Young seemed
fuzzy, 32% claimed they are best friends, 48% said
that they just hang out on the weekend with him, and
the rest admitted that they are just acquaintances.

San Mateo County has
complained that hundreds of
redundant and useless signs
have been placed around La Honda and other rural
areas of the County. These signs include sharp turns,
fallings rocks and deer crossing. The Board of
Supervisors has decided to take down all the signs
and replace them with a single sign at each entrance
to the County, saying, “The World is a Dangerous
Place Next 50 miles” The County says, and
psychologists agree, that excessive road signs are
essentially ignored by the great majority of drivers.
The County has estimated that this change will save
about 100 thousand dollars each year over the next 10
years.

The next edition of the Voice will ask the La Honda
Community whether they believe that they are the
inspiration for the character behind Nurse Ratched in
Ken Kesey’s novel “One Flew over the Cuckoo’s
Nest.”

Landslide Stable - Rest of La Honda
Moving
The US Geological Survey
released an astonishing paper this
past week that proves that the
landslide area in La Honda is not
moving – in fact, it is possibly the
most stationary object in the
universe. Unfortunately, the entire
rest of La Honda seems to be
moving with respect to the slide
area. A representative for the USGS said that the data
was double checked and paper peer reviewed, and
sure enough, everything surrounding the landslide is
moving uphill around the slide area. Precise
measurements from GPS satellites, confirmed by the
acceptance of an animal sacrifice to Loas in a ritual
Rada ceremony, have confirmed the paper’s
conclusions. The USGS recommends that all La
Hondas sleep wearing D.O.T. rated motorcycle
helmets until land movement on the planet subsides.

Iconic Cuesta Sign Just Random Scribble
Although no
street names
are provided
on the Cuesta
La Honda
Guild
Entrance
sign, a few
residents
mistakenly
believed that the yellow drawing reflects the location
of the roads in town. Actually, the yellow drawing
was created by Jim Allen’s daughter, Emma, as a
kindergarten art project. The original artwork, which
Emma called “chaos,” was proudly displayed on the
Allen’s refrigerator for many years.

La Honda Cancels Student Exchange
Program

The calendar size has been reduced this month to
save paper and increase eyestrain

The California Student Exchange
Program was intended to share
experiences and skills between
students in urban and rural
environments, but the program has
been cancelled this year for the La Honda School.
The program matched schools with the same
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